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PersonalCast Studios Makes Videos on Love, 
Life, and Major Events All Within Reach for 

Anyone 

LOS ANGELES, March 17, 2016 

LOS ANGELES, March 17, 2016 /PRNewswire-iReach/ — Imagine a simple process that begins with a 

videotaped online interview and a few days later ends with a unique, filmed version of a major life event or 

a mini-biography. PersonalCast Studios’ team of experts can turn anyone’s life story or special event 

into a professionally-produced film that packs an emotional punch. 
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Videos on love, life stories, weddings, promotions, battles with medical challenges, or even a heart-warming 

piece about an important family pet are well within the scope of the experienced team at PersonalCast 

Studios. Everyone has a story to tell, and the better the storyteller, the better the end result. 

When it comes to producing expert-level videos on love, life and everything else, technical prowess is the 

name of the game. Yes, everyone has a unique tale to tell, but so many of those stories are never told. Even 

more, unfortunately, are conveyed in an amateurish way with low-quality film technique and in a piecemeal 

fashion. 

For a resoundingly well told story, clients turn to PersonalCast Studios, where the entire process 

starts off with a relaxed, no-rush interview via a laptop connection or phone hookup. Clients set interviews 

to suit their schedules, and have complete control over start and stop times. There are no studios or camera 

crews to hassle with. Videos on love and all of life’s major events are well within reach of the average 

person on a modest budget. 
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The whole production is done via online communication along with the uploading of any photographs or 

personal “home video” that a client decides to throw into the mix. With Emmy nominations, TV reality 

production experience, and plenty of theatrical and film projects behind them, the PersonalCast Studios 

professionals know how to make videos on love, life and any subject under the sun.   

After the initial interview portion is complete, clients are asked to upload any photos or video clips of their 

own for inclusion in the final product. Then, the team goes to work editing and assembling the video, 

complete with appropriate background music, graphics and all the finishing touches that top-level videos are 

known for. 

The result is a work of technical and personal art, fit for a family’s, couple’s, or individual’s archive. 

PersonalCast Studios sends a link to clients so they can share their unique filmed production with anyone 

they choose. For the best videos on love, relationships, life events and personal stories that will live forever, 

consumers turn to PersonalCast Studios. For more information visit https://personalcaststudios.com 

Media Contact: PersonalCast Studios, PersonalCast Studios, 

888.320.5355,info@personalcaststudios.com 
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